
ACT values worksheet

What is the theory behind this ACT values worksheet?
One of the major aspects of Acceptance and Commitment therapy is the identification of one’s
values and evaluation of one’s current position in life in line with those values. Values in ACT
are not goals but a general idea of how one wants to live their life. These values are unique to
every individual based on what they consider is the most important reason to live for in four
particular domains. These are work/education, leisure, personal growth/health and relationships.

How will the worksheet help?

The worksheet will help individuals identify and list their personal values or the general direction
they want their life to take in four important domains namely work/education, leisure, personal
growth/health and relationships. This will help evaluate further their current position with respect
to those values and what actions they can take to ensure they direct their life in line with those
values.

How to use the worksheet?
Write your responses based on what you consider is the most important aspect of living a
fulfilled life in each of the mentioned domains. Think about the general direction you personally
want your life to take in order to achieve a meaningful existence.
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Reflect on how you want to lead your life in these four important domains. Consider what you want to do and how you
believe you can live a life that has meaning and purpose. What personal qualities and strengths do you want to develop?
What do you want to be known for? How do you want to spend your time in this life?

Work/Education includes workplace, career, education, skills
development.

Relationships includes everything related to the bonds you
form in your life with your family, friends, romantic partners,
coworkers, classmates etc

Leisure includes how you relax, have fun, play, your choice of
hobbies and your idea of resting, being creative

Personal Growth/Health includes everything you do to
enhance your personal skills, physical health, spiritual well-being
etc
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You can find more wellness and mental health worksheets here.
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